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ONDAANISA YO POMUDHIME (DER TANZ DES GUMMIBAUMS) ist ein Ritual der Bewegungen
zwischen körperlichen und institutionellen Archiven. Nashilongweshipwe Mushaandja entwickelt einen intimen und immersiven queeren Tanz, den er sich an einem Gummibaum
vorstellt, aber in einem Bau aus Beton performt – dem Museum. Er greift hierbei auf ein
akustisches Archiv aus Stille, Lärm, Liebes- und Kampfesliedern aus Südafrika zu, um der
systematischen Auslöschung und Ausschließung der Wissensquellen entgegen zu wirken, die
sich an den Rändern und in den Bruchstellen kolonial-nationalistischer Archive finden. Der
Gummibaum (Omudhime) wird ursprünglich für Rituale der Reinigung und Grenzüberschreitung genutzt. Feuer, Salz und Marula-Kerne symbolisieren die Enteignung von Land und
die Rückkehr zur Erde. „Odalate naiteke“ (Der Zaun muss durchbrochen werden) – auf diesen
Slogan, der 1971 (Namibia unterstand in dieser Zeit der südafrikanischen Mandatsmacht) von
landesweit protestierenden namibischen Arbeiter*innen verwendet wurde, beruft sich der
Künstler. Für ihn kann es weder Frieden, Heilung noch Versöhnung geben, wenn es keine
Umverteilung von Land und keine restaurative Gerechtigkeit gibt.
Nashilongweshipwe Mushaandja ist Performer, Erzieher und Autor, dessen künstlerische

Praxis und Forschung sich mit dem Bereich verkörperter und räumlicher Archive in der
Bewegungsgestaltung auseinandersetzt. Mushaandja promoviert als Künstler am Centre for
Theatre, Dance and Performance Studies der Universität von Kapstadt, wo er queere Praxis in
den Oudano Archives studiert. Seine aktuelle Performance DANCE OF THE RUBBER TREE ist
eine interdiszipinäre, kritische, queere Intervention in Museen, Theatern und Archiven in
Deutschland, der Schweiz, Südafrika und Namibia. Des Weiteren war er auch an kuratierenden
Projekten wie der John Muafangejo Season (2016/2017), Operation Odalate Naiteke (2018) und
dem Owela Festival (2019) beteiligt.
Fellipus Negodhi ist Student der African Performing Arts im letzten Jahr am College of the Arts

in Windhoek, Namibia. Sein besonderes Interesse gilt sozialem Aktivismus und Performance
an öffentlichen Theatern. Er war Performer in THE BIG GAME, einer improvisierten
Theaterproduktion und sein Solo-Performance-Kunstprojekt WE BELONG (2018) wurde bei
Odalate Naiteke gezeigt. Neghodi ist Teil des Ensembles in ONDAANISA YO POMUDHIME
(DANCE OF THE RUBBER TREE) seit seiner Uraufführung beim Owela Festival in Windhoek.
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Nashilongweshipwe Mushaandja
Nashilongweshipwe Mushaandja on violent art institutions, breaking
Heteropatriarchy and decoloniality

Having returned recently from a residency program in Germany, writer, artist, theatre
practitioner, Nashilongweshipwe Mushaandja has deepened his research and practice
intersects on activism and movement formation.

Mushaandja strongly believes theatre can help us polish our skills to be disciplined and
reading theatre-makers. He says arts education, in general, is an important field that is
generally undermined in Namibia. As a scholarly-artist, Mushaandja is always concerned
not only at how many formally and informally trained artists we have, but also the low level
of art knowledge production locally.

“It’s not just about studying theatre and performance, it is also about producing and
documenting knowledge that is relevant to the local context and obviously decolonizes,”
Mushaandja says.
He sheds more light on the survival of theatre and writing in the Namibian context:
1. How realistic should a theatre production look?
I am not a fan of realistic productions because I feel that Namibian mainstream theatre is
often stuck in this realism thing. Perhaps there is no one answer to this question because
theatre is a creative praxis and every theatre maker has a different approach. I am
however a fan of theatre that is deeply authentic to its context. I am a fan of theatre that
breaks the rules of conventional theatre that transgressed boundaries, the theatre that is
interdisciplinary and offers a new language of African theatre. This is not to say that
theatre that does not do this is not realistic or good, this is mere preference. In general,
theatre must help us connect, heal, imagine and transform our society.

2. Is it important to always keep producing new ideas or is it best to exploit existing
ideas?
Absolutely new ideas. Especially for the Namibian context and where it finds itself 28 years
of ‘freedom’. I always argue that freedom is not reflecting on our learning and culture.
There has been a lot of recycling of old and foreign ideas. Old ideas can also be useful if
approached with new energy and innovation.
3. Why should we care about the arts?
Imagine a world without the arts. I don’t wanna live in that world.

4. What are your thoughts on contemporary Namibian theatre?
It has come a long way. Having spent over 10 years in local theatre now, it is good to see
audiences change and grow. I love that it is youth-driven. But something is to be said
about the disappearing veterans of the theatre. What happens to most of them? Namibian
theatre lacks innovation and critical engagement. I am still looking to see work that does
not necessarily follow conventions of the black box. Theatre that is not script-based or topdown. Where is the theatre that explores new forms of publicness? Where is the cutting
edge work?

5. What, in your opinion, is the great Namibian Screenplay/Stage play of the last
decade?
I don’t have one yet. There are many:
• Eenganga: Translations & Trance Formation which was my MA creative research work.
• Tselane & The Giant by Veronique Mensah
• The State of Citizenshi.ph.t by myself & Oupa Sibeko
• Anima by First Rain Dance Theatre
• Ovakwanaidi by Tuli Mekondjo
6. What are the elements of a good play?
A play that shows authenticity, locality, participation, agency, transformation, voice,
disruption, and openness, border crossing, vulnerability, critical consciousness.
7. What would you most like to see young writers learn from the writers of the past
that you feel is lacking today?
I think both can learn from each other and other writers beyond our borders. Especially
when it comes to creating innovating work. I have seen a lot of work that leans towards
western productions instead of texts that are influenced by our indigenous backgrounds in
terms of content, form and concept. I think writers need more support spaces. Both
College of the Arts and University of Namibia arts courses do not offer writing at the
moment and this is worrying. Writing education is not diverse enough. Namibian texts are
poorly archived and not published especially in the last decade.
8. What’s the first hook that gets a new play started for you? Is it an image, a theme,
a character?
The concept. I love conceptual thinking because it creates open spaces for ideas to flow
freely beyond the text. Plays that challenge traditional forms. Plays that are deeply
embedded in their indigenous cultures. Plays that are process-based instead of a product
or finished texts that can be thrown in the dust bin during the rehearsal process because
they were only there to start the process. Texts that allow both actors and audience to rewrite.
9. Who are some current creators you follow and think should get more attention?
More makers than playwrights. Performance Artists such as Veronique Mensah, Tuli
Mekondjo, JuliArt, Dorothee Munyaneza (Rwanda) & Ogutu Muraya (Kenya).
10. What do you think are the main obstacles they face to getting wider recognition?
Accessing wider audiences and international markets because we are isolated from the
rest of the world as an industry. Again, I wanna highlight our education system and how it
is failing our children. There aren’t enough publishers and residencies for writers. My
dream is to actually start an informal learning and culture space for writers and performers
to cover industry gaps that are not considered by existing institutions.

11. If you could change just one thing about the Namibian theatre industry with the
wave of a magic wand, what would it be?
I’d pay artists more and we would have an on-going theatre. Theatre makers would be
making work non-stop and there would be more exploration of unconventional spaces like
site-specific theatre and public art. In my ideal world, theatre and performance education is
decolonized.
12. What writing themes intrigue you?
I feel like we lost resistance culture as a nation. Or rather, it is displaced. In my processes,
I touch on healing and transformation. Anything that fights Heteropatriarchy, racism,
ableism, Afrophobia, capitalism, is my cup of tea.

13. People say theatre in Namibia is expensive. What is your take on this?
I think when people say theatre is expensive, they just mean that it is not accessible. I
have this idea I’m currently developing that argues that theatres and museums are not
built for living bodies, they are built for dead bodies. Artists are poorly paid because the
theatre needs to cover their expenses, so artists are just used as objects. Institutions are
violent. Indigenous African theatre was not always in some building isolated from the
world, it was vulnerable to split-focus and disruption. I am a proponent on the education of
both artists and the public about the importance and relevance of theatre.
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